
Why You’ll Be So Glad! 
We sincerely believe in the value of partnering with a great Wedding Planner and/or Coordinator. Just a few reasons:  

 We can Budget.  A Wedding Planner is a great investment! Our experience helps you avoid costly mistakes, and together we can 
find beautiful & creative options, allowing you to do even more with your wedding dollars.  We have the inside scoop on the best 
vendors & pricing, too! 

 We can Plan.  Wedding Planning is time-consuming and time-sensitive work.  Experts estimate that many couples spend 15-20 
hours per week planning their wedding; that’s like taking on an entire part-time job and squeezing that into your already-busy 
schedule!  Let us do the hard part for you — so you can focus on the fun stuff!  

 We can Navigate.  As a third-party, we help navigate tricky family dynamics and unusual situations with grace, understanding 
and sensitivity.  

 We ‘re as excited about this as you are!  Let us be your enthusiastic sounding board for All Things Wedding! You may find your-
self  talking about your wedding ALL THE TIME to friends, family and your partner, who may be ready to talk about something 
else!  We ALWAYS want to hear your new ideas!   

 We handle all of the logistics so you can actually enjoy your event! We manage the timeline, vendors, and close of event; every-
thing from start to finish. 

 Your Family and Friends can Relax on your Day!  Invite them to participate in your celebration as guests on this Big Day, not 
requiring them to chase a schedule, manage the processional, the vendors and all of the countless details that go into a Fabulous 
Affair!  Even the most well-intentioned friend can be distracted from their duties during the festivities or unable to respond to 
challenges without experience in event management.    

 You can be fully present on Your Wedding Day! We want your memories to be intentional, beautiful and insanely happy, not 
blurred by schedules, decorating, communicating with vendors, answering three million questions about 
what goes where, dealing with any drama or last- minute contingencies.   

We want to see the Two of You Rejoice!  So… 

                 Relax.  We’ve Got This!   
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